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Those children are wild! I feel sorry for ---------------- has to be their babysitter.

whomever whoever however whichever

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My roommate came into the room and asked me why ------------------- in class.

aren’t you didn’t you I wasn’t wasn’t I

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“Can you help me with my report?”asked David.

David asked me ---------------------- report.

he could help me with his that he could help with his

if could I help with my if I could help him with his

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Mrs. Smith teaches a class for students ----------------- native language is not English.

who that their whose

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

July is a month ----------- the weather is usually the hottest then.

where when which ø

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The village has around 200 people, the majority of -------------- are farmers.

whose who that whom

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The rules ---------------- public access to wilderness areas need to be reconsidered.

allow allowing allowed allows

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The co-pilot will be responsible for --------------- the plane.

fly to fly flown flying

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tony mentioned --------------- the bus to school instead of walking.

taking to take took taken

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I have trouble -------------- Mrs. Smith when she speaks.

to understand understand understanding that understood

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Lucy pretended --------------- the answer to my question.

knowing knew to know knows

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many things in the world that people are ashamed -------------.

doing do done to do

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sometimes adolescents complain about not --------------- by their parents.

understood being understood

understanding to understand

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The baby is crying. I think he’s hungry so he needs -------------- .

fooding feed to be fed to feed

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My home offers me a feeling of --------------, -------------, and ------------.

security, warm, love secure, warmth, loving

secure, warm, loving security, warmth, love

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some people like cream and sugar in their coffee, -------------- others like it black.

as long as since while when

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I won’t go to the beach, ------------ the weather improves.

while as soon as until even if

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You can’t get a driver’s license ------------- you are at least sixteen years old.

unless until when if

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Only if Steve’s homework is finished ---------------- watch TV in the evening.

he can he will can he will he

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since ------------- his new business, Alberto has been working 16 hours a day.

opened opening to open open

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

---------------- to bring a pencil to the examination, I had to borrow one.

To forget Forgetting

Having forgotten Have to forget

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Upon ------------- the examination, I found that I had made a mistake.

to finish having finished finishing finish

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Jim had to give up jogging --------------- his sprained ankle.

because therefore because of of because

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bill’s car wouldn’t start, ---------------- he couldn’t pick up us after the concert.

because of therefore because of because

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

------------- few students showed up for the class that the teacher postponed the test.

Such So many So Such a

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The roads are icy,-------------- I am going shopping.

so despite even nevertheless

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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You should have a ticket, -------------- you can’t get into the theatre.

while unless otherwise if

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I would fix your bicycle if I ----------------- a screwdriver of the proper size.

have had had have to have

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If the weather ------------- nice yesterday, we would have gone to the zoo. It was raining like cats

and dogs!

is been have been had been

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Had they realized the danger, they ----------------- it differently.

should do would have done

would done would have to do

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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